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IT 38

MATERIAL AT THE LBJ LIBRARY PERTAINING TO

JEAN MONNET AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
INTRODUCTION
This list includes the principal files in the Johnson Library that contain material relating to Jean Monnet
and the European Economic Community. It is not definitive, however, and researchers should consult
with the Library’s archivists about other potentially useful files. The guide includes those collections
which have been opened for research in part or in whole, and those collections which are currently
unprocessed or unavailable.

WHITE HOUSE CENTRAL FILES (WHCF)
This permanent White House office was the main filing unit during the Johnson presidency, though not
the primary file for foreign policy documents. Material was filed under 60 major subject headings,
several of which are pertinent to Jean Monnet and the European Economic Community.
EX CO 1-9, Europe
EX CO 81, France
[General CO 81 in Box 31]

Box 12
Boxes 29, 30

EX IT 5-4, European Community
EX IT 38, Organization of European Economic Cooperation

Box 2
Box 8

WHCF NAME FILE
This file serves as a name index to the Subject File. Name Files, in general, contain copies of the first
page of documents (used as cross references) filed in the Subject Files. Request files by name of
individual or organization. There is a card file in the Reading Room card catalogue indicating those
Name Files which are already available for research.
" ACT", (Action Group of United States of Europe)
Robert Marjolin [VP of Commission of the European Communities]
"Monne"
Jean Rey [President of Commission of the European Communities]

Box 514

WHCF CONFIDENTIAL FILE
Arranged in the same subject categories as the WHCF Subject File, this file contains security classified
or otherwise sensitive material. The CF Name File serves as a name index to the CF Subject File. This
collection also includes agency reports and oversize attachments. The CF is entirely processed, but
portions are still classified.
CO 1-9, Europe
CO 81, France

Box 6
8

IT 5, 5-4, European Economic Community

57,58

OFFICE FILES OF THE WHITE HOUSE AIDES
Many White House aides maintained office files of their own, separate physically from the rest of the
White House Central Files. The files of each aide reflect his or her responsibilities. This list is not
definitive, but it does include most pertinent folders in the aides files. An asterisk (*) indicates that a
folder has been processed and is available for research. If a folder is not open for research, it will be
processed upon request. Researchers should anticipate a delay in receiving this material.
Ernest Goldstein
"France - General Information"
"French Trade Matters"

Box 15
15

NATIONAL SECURITY FILE
This file was the working file of President Johnson's special assistants for national security affairs,
McGeorge Bundy and Walt W. Rostow. Documents in the file originated in the offices of Bundy and
Rostow and their staffs, in the various executive departments and agencies, especially those having to do
with foreign affairs and national defense, and in diplomatic and military posts around the world. More
than one-half of the National Security File has been processed. Consult the finding aid in the Reading
Room or borrow a lending copy by writing to the Supervisory Archivist, LBJ Library, 2313 Red River
Street, Austin, Texas 78705. Those folders whose titles are preceded by an asterisk "*" or a date have
been processed and their contents declassified in whole or in part. Lists of classified documents have
been placed in those folders, and you may request mandatory review of individual documents that have
not yet been declassified in full. Those folders not preceded by an "*" or a date are unprocessed and are
not subject to mandatory declassification review. Consult with a member of the staff on the processing
schedule.
NSF Country File
France
"European Integration "

Box #
169-176
162

NSF Subject File
"Commission of European Communities, Visit of President Jean Rey,
2/7/68"

49

2

NSF Name File
"Bator Memos "
European economic situation, European trade issues

1

APPOINTMENT FILES
The Diary Cards in the Reading Room provide an alphabetically arranged name index to the President's
appointments. Once the date of an appointment has been determined, check the "Diaries and Logs"
finding aid for the number of the appropriate boxes in both the Daily Diary and the President's
Appointment File [Diary Backup].
The Daily Diary is a log sheet of appointments and phone calls maintained by the White House
secretaries.
The Diary Backup contains preparation material, press releases, and schedules for meetings and
appointments, as well as some reports and notes from the meetings.
Check Diary Cards in the RR for pertinent dates for any relevant names.

PERSONAL PAPERS
This collection of papers from individuals or organizations came to the Library separate from President
Johnson's papers. See the finding aid for information concerning the availability of individual
collections.
Gardner Ackley
From the indication of the finding aid on 7, the following reels of
microfilm have not been processed, reels 11 and 12.
"Sept. 28, 1965, Meeting with Robert Marjolin, vice-president of the
European Economic Community"
Feb.7, 1968, Meeting with Jean Ray [sic], president of the
Commission of the European Communities, Washington (2 folders)
George Ball
Drew Pearson
“Briand, Aristide” contains Pearson’s handwritten notes about
Briand’s hopes for a “U.S. of Europe” (circa 1930s)

Reel 11
Reel 12
see finding
aid
F 148, 1 of 3

FEDERAL RECORDS
The use of these records is subject to the policies of the agency of origin. Some materials, including the
majority of the records of temporary commissions, committees, and conferences, are available without
restriction. Other materials can be seen only with the permission of the agency of origin or are closed
due to security classifications.
Records of the Council of Economic Advisers (CEA)
3

European Economic Community

Reel 47

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORIES
At the end of the Johnson Administration, each agency and department prepared a history of its
activities and accomplishments during the Johnson years. See the finding aid for a table of
contents of the various administrative histories.
Council of Economic Advisors (CEA)
Chapter 4, CEA Role in U .S. International Economic Policy
Documentary Supplement to Chapter 4

Box 1
2

ORAL HISTORIES
Transcripts of oral history interviews may be consulted at the Library or borrowed through interlibrary
loan by writing to the Interlibrary Loan Archivist, Lyndon B. Johnson Library, 2313 Red River Street,
Austin, Texas, 78705. Interviews with the following people contain material on Jean Monnet and the
European Economic Community and are open for research. Interviews marked (wp) require written
permission. Contact the Interlibrary Loan Archivist regarding the procedure. A complete list of oral
histories is available and is maintained in a card file in the Reading Room.
George Ball
Charles Bohlen
David K.E. Bruce
Thomas Finletter
Edward R. Fried
John M. Leddy
Eugene V. Rostow
Walt Rostow (?)
Dean Rusk, IV

AC 74-178
AC 73-39
AC 74-104
AC 76-51
AC 75-5
AC 74-72
AC 74-245

POST-PRESIDENTIAL NAME FILE
Jean Monnet
Jean Rey
Robert Marjolin
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